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Summary

Arithmetic operations on matrices are applied to
the problem of finding the transitive closure of a
Boolean matrix. The best transitive closure algorithm
known, due to Munro, is based on the matrix multipli
cation method of Strassen. We show that his method
requires at most O(na • P(n» bitwise operations, where
a = 10g27 and P(n) bounds the number of bitwise opera
tions needed for arithmetic modulo n+l. The problems
of computing the transitive closure and of computing
the "and-or" product of Boolean matrices are shown to
be of the same order of difficulty. A transitive clo
sure method based on matrix inverse is presented which
can be used to derive Munro's method.

Application of the Strassen Algorithm
to Boolean Matrix Operations

Strassen's algorithm7 for computing the product of
two nxn integer matrices in O(na ) operations, where
a = 10g27 ~ 2.8, can be applied to the problem of
forming the "and-or" product* of two Boolean matrices:
form the real integer product using Strassen's method
and obtain the Boolean result by normalizing all non
zero entries to ones. The transitive closure** of a
Boolean matrix A can then be obtained by forming

K
(I v A) for any number K > n. By the method of re-
peated squaring, this can be accomplished in 10g2n
Boolean matrix multiplications, yielding a total of

0(na·log2n) "operations" in the worst case, a signifi
cant improvement over the n 3 operations required in
the worst case by Warshall's method. s

This observation has been made independently by
Furman and Munr0 3,s, though both their constructions
have a minor lacuna: operations in Warshall's and
Strassen's methods are not the same. Strassen's meth
od counts arithmetic operations on integers while
Warshall's method counts "bitwise" operations.

To analyze the cost of forming the Boolean matrix
product using Strassen's method, we must bound the
size of the numbers involved. Clearly no entry in the
product exceeds n (given that the operands are 0-1
valued matrices), but a more careful analysis of the
algorithm is required to verify that the intermediate
results remain small.

A proof by induction shows that in fact the inte-
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*The "and-or" product C of two Boolean matrices A
n

and B is defined by C
ij

= V (A
ik

A B
kj
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** *The transitive closure A of a Boolean matrix A
2

I v A v A v••• , where I is the identity matrix.

gers appearing as intermediate results in Strassen's
algorithm applied to compute the integer product of
0-1 valued nXn matrices never grow larger than l6n 2.
A more elegant observation suggested to us by M. Rabin
ensures that intermediate results remain between ze~o

and n by carrying out the arithmetic operations modulo
n+l. The validity of Strassen's algorithm is based
only on the ring properties of integers, and since the
values of the integer product lie between zero and n,
operations modulo n+l will yield the correct integer
product matrix.

Let P(n) bound the number of bitwise operations
needed to add or multiply integers modulo n+l. We
assume for convenience that P is nondecreasing. (The
familiar algorithms for modular arithmetic imply
P(n) ~ 0(10g22n), and if one appeals to some of the
recent fast multiplication techniques one can show

1+£ 4P(n) = 0«10g2n) ) for any £>0.) We now have

Theorem 1: The "and-or" product of two nXn
Boolean matrices is computable with at most O(na·P(n»)
bitwise operations.

By the remark above about repeated squaring,
we conclude

Corollary 1: The transitive closure of an nXn
Boolea~ matrix is computable with at most
0{n~·log2U·P(n» bitwise operations.

Transitive Closure in Multiplication Time

Given a directed graph with n nodes (or equiva
lently, given an nXn Boolean connection matrix), all
cycles can be "removed" in 0(n2) steps, tha.t is, a new
graph can be formed in which all nodes of the original
graph belonging to the same cycle are merged together
to form a single new node. 2,s,6 The new graph is
necessarily acyclic, permitting its connection matrix
to be expressed in upper triangular form (and this
transformation also requires only 0(n2) steps).

Arlazarov et. ale use this idea in a proof that
transitive closure can be computed in 0(n3/log2n)
stepsl (although their definition of step differs
slightly from ours). Munro s uses it to establish that
transitive closure can be computed in essentially the
time required to perform one Boolean matrix multipli
cation.

Theorem 2 (Munro): If the "and-or" product of
any two nXn Boolean matrices is computable within M(n)
bitwise operations and M is monotonic and satisfies

M(kn) > kS.M(n) for some S>2 and all k,n > 1, then the
transitive closure of any uxn Boolean matrix can be
computed in O(M(2n» bitwise operations.

Proof: We may base a recursive procedure for
computing the transitive closure on the following

~:~~~~~i~r~:e:e[:l:andA::]n:eAl~l::d A~::*:::::::]er
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Solving (1) using the fact that T(l) = 0, we get

*A

Proof: It is easy to show by induction that
k

every element of (EA) is non-negative and bounded by
k-l 00 k

E-(n£) • Since (nE)<l, C = L (£A) converges.
k=O

Also, C-(I-EA) = I, so (I-EA) must be nonsingular with

*inverse C. Clearly, (C)i' > 0 iff (A )i' = 1, so
* -1 J J.

A (I-£A), normalized.

Transitive Closure Using Matrix Inverse

Another apparently different method suggested by
M.S. Paterson is motivated by the formal identity

(I_B)-l = 1 = I + B + BZ + ...
I - B

Theorem 4: For any nxn Boolean matrix A and

o < £ < 1 the matrix I-£A is nonsingular andn'

(I_£A)-l normalized.

Choosing £>0 sufficiently small, and letting B = £A
will ensure that the series on the right converges to

(I_£A)-l. The transitive closure of A can then be ob
tained by inverting I-£A and normalizing.

(1)

(Z)

m
T(Zm) < L Zk_Z-kS_M(Zm) + O(m-Zm)

k=l

that
m

T(Zm) < L Zk_M(Zm-k) + O(m-Zm).
k=l

. m kS m-kBy assumpt10n, M(Z ) ~ Z -M(Z ), so from (Z),

Assuming n = Zm, this gives rise to the recursive re
lation

< M(Zm)- ~ 2(1-S)k + 0(m-2m).
k=l

S· 2l-S 1· h . k'1nce <, t e ser1es converges, so ta 1ng c to
be the limit, we get

where T(n) is the number of bitwise operations needed
to compute the transitive closure of an nXn Boolean
matrix.
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(I-A) ='0

Let A be an upper triangular zero-one.v:alued
matrix with zero diagonal. It is easy to verify that
the series

I + A + A
2 + ...

-1
converges and hence equals (I-A) • Moreover,
Strassen's inverse formula simplifies to

Strassen also shows that matrix. inversion can be
performed in a(na.) arithmetic op.erations, so that
Theorem 4 would seem to provide another O(na ) transi
tive closure algorithm. Strassen notes .that his meth
od may fail even on nonsingular matrices because cer
tain intermediate matrices in the calculation are
singular. However Paterson has pointed out that the
conditions of Theorem 4 are sufficient for Strassen's
method to be applicable to I-EA.

This idea of taking inverses to compute transi
tive closures might also be useful in situations where
standard matrix inversion programs were readily avail
able. Unfortunately our best current estimates sug
gest that the arithmetic precision required to invert
I-EA is prohibitive both for Strassen's method and for
Gaussian elimination. Thus it appears that in this
case the cost of arithmetic operations .is. no longer a
minor lacuna as it was in Theorem 1, although we con
jecture that this difficulty can be overcome. For
example, if a Boolean matrix is in upper triangular
form, R. Mandl has observed that the me'thod of Theorem
4 works nicely:

Proof: We observe that

The result for arbitrary n follows by padding a
given nxn matrix with zeros to make it of order

ZIDX2ID , m = rlog2nl, and taking the transitive closure
of that.

Matrix Product Using Transitive Closure

This provides an improvement to Corollary 1:

We now prove a partial converse to Theorem 2,
showing that transitive closure and Boolean matrix
product are of the same general order of difficulty.

Theorem 3: If the transitive §losure of any nxn
Boolean matrix is computable in O(n ) bitwise opera
tions for some S, then the "and-or" product of two
nXn Boolean matrices can also be computed in 0(n8)
bitwise operations.

Corollary 2: The transitive closure of an nXn
Boolean matrix is computable with cost at most
0(na.- P(2n».

Proof: We must show that the function M(n)

c-na.-P(n) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2. By
the monotonicity of P,

M(kn) = c-ka.na.-P(kn)
a. a.

~ c-k n -Pen)

= ka.-M(n),

and since a.>2, the corollary follows.

where All and A22 are similarly upper triangular.
-1Using this formula recursively to compute (I-A) and

using Strassen's product method modulo n+l to compute
-1 -1 a.All A12A22 requires O(n ) operations on integers

modulo n+l. (Note that we are not assuming that
inverses mod n+l exist since the only element inverted
at the bottom level of the recursion is one.) By nor-

-1
maliziig (I-A) we again obtain the transitive clo-
sure A. This is essentially another derivation of

I

AB

BI

o

AI

o

o

*o

o

B

o

A

oo

o

o

and hence product takes at most 0«3n)8)
ations.
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Theorem 2, since the recurrence above becomes identi
cal to the relation used to prove Theorem 2 if we
simply replace the inverse symbol by ,,*tI and erase the
minus sign!

Conclusion

When we began to study operations on Boolean
matricies, we hoped that simple "graph-theoretic"
methods for multiplication and transitive closure
would emerge which might then lead to improved algo
rithms for real matrices. We were surprised to dis
cover that the general "algebraic" methods when
specialized to Boolean matrices not only achieve the
best time bounds known for Boolean multiplication and
transitive closure, but in fact generate the only
known algorithms for achieving these bounds. Looked
at differently, restricting attention to the special
case of Boolean matrices has not enabled us to exploit
any particular special properties to obtain better
algorithms, and in fact, it is difficult even to ex
plain the algorithms of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2
directly in graph-theoretic terms. We believe that
such an explanation would provide new insight into the
case of real matrix multiplication.
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